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INTRODUCTION 
Let @ be a field and let 2l, cU* be algebras over @. It is of interest to 
consider the problem of determining sufficient conditions for the tensor 
product ‘9I@@ ‘%I* to be a primitive ring. As the first result of this problem 
one has a theorem of Jacobson [S] on tensor products of primitive 
algebras with non-zero socles, which states that the tensor product ‘QlIorU* 
of primitive algebras 9I and 2I* is still a primitive ring with non-zero socle 
sot ‘$I @ sot ‘?I* if the tensor product A 0 A* is simple artinian, where A 
and A* are the associated division algebras of (II and VI*, respectively. In 
Section 4 of this paper we point out that the converse theorem is also 
correct, as a Corollary of Theorem 4.1. Later Lanski, Resco, and Small [7] 
studied the case where if 2I is supposed to be a primitive algebra with non- 
zero socle, A is the associated ring of ‘Ql, and ‘9I* is any @-algebra, then 
2l@ U* is primitive if and only if A 0 ‘%?I* is primitive. 
This result was obtained again in a different way by Nicholson and 
Watler [S]. In order to thoroughly study the primitivity of the tensor 
product 9I @‘$I*, Resco [lo] assumed that @ is a commutative domain 
and that 2l and ‘9I* have identity and are faithful algebras over @. Then he 
showed that if ‘9I is primitive and A is an associated division ring, then 
A@%* primitive implies 2l@ 2I* primitive. In Section 4 we assume that if 
@ is field, 2l is primitive, and ‘9l* is any @-algebra, then A @2I* primitive 
implies ‘$l@‘$I* primitive. This result was proved in a completely different 
way. In [IO] Resco first established a correspondence theorem of tensor 
products of algebras over commutative domain @. There are several results 
in the literature which are closely related to the correspondence 
theorem [3]; among these the first result along the line of the correspon- 
dence theorem is a theorem of Azumaya and Nakayama [2]. But this 
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correspondence theorem is concerned only with one-side correspondence 
for right submodules and right ideals. It is incomplete, because a tensor 
product of modules can be regarded as bimodule; therefore by symmetry 
we should have another side correspondence for left submodules and left 
ideals. This will be done in this paper. In fact, we make a complete exten- 
sion to the theorem of Azumaya and Nakayama on tensor products of 
simple modules along the line of the result of Morita I [6]. The main result 
of this is stated in Section 1, Theorem 1.1, as follows: Let ‘9JIj, i= 1, 2, be a 
vector space over a field @, 21j an irreducible algebra of linear transfor- 
mations in !JJIi, A, the centralizer of Wi, and 9; a socle of 2I,. Let 
!lJI=!UI,@,%JI,. Then 
(i) The lattice of right ‘?I, @@ 5&,-submodules of ‘9JI is isomorphic to 
the lattice of right ideals of A, @a A, (Azumaya-Nakayama theorem) and 
the lattice of left A, @ A,-submodules of 9JI is isomorphic to the lattice of 
ideals of ti i @ ZI, which are contained in %i OQ $. 
(ii) A, 0 A, and 9, @ ??* are simple rings. A, 0 A, is artinian if and 
only if 9, @ $ has minimal one-sided ideals. 
(iii) Let C~,‘~~~’ denote a full subcategory of mod-VI, 0 9I, whose 
objects consist of all objects % of mod-a, 0 2I, with ‘%(9, 0 $) = %. 
Then category mod-A, 0 A, and C~,‘~~~2 are equivalent. The pair of 
functors O4,o42 YJI and O’LL,Bp12 YJI’ define an equivalence of the category 
mod-A, 0 A, and the category C’s,‘:;;, where !DI’=%V, @@ !IlI;, and 
(VI,, W:) is a pair of dual vector spaces associating with 21u,, i= 1, 2. 
Similarly, ‘i%, od2 0 and 9JIJJ1,,, oplz 0 define an equivalence of A, 0 A,- 
mod and a full subcategory of 2I i 0 %,-mod. 
As results of the application of Theorem 1.1 we obtain several equivalent 
categories which we state in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we deal with a tensor product of a primitive algebra 2I with 
non-zero socle Y and any faithful algebra 2I*. We establish a correspon- 
dence Theorem 3.1 for either left or right submodules and corresponding 
one-sided ideals and obtain the main result: (i) the lattice of right ‘$I@‘$IT- 
submodules of !JJI @ %I* is isomorphic to the lattice of A @ a;:-unitary right 
ideals of A 0 ‘9I*; (ii) the lattice of left A @ 2I i+-submodules of W @ 2I* is 
isomorphic to the lattice of A @1LI:-unitary left ideals of ‘$I@‘%*; (iii) the 
lattice of A0 YIU:-unitary ideals of A @2I* is isomorphic to the lattice of 
9 @ 2I T-unitary ideals of ‘% @ (21*, where 2I f is the well-known extended 
algebra containing the identity and cU*. More details can be found in 
Theorem 3.1. Section 4 presents a series of consequences of Theorem 3.1. 
One of our main results in Section 4 is Theorem 4.2: Let 2I be a primitive 
algebra with non-zero socle 9 and let VI* be any @-algebra. Then A @@ ‘2I* 
is simple ring having minimal one-sided ideals if and only if 2I @@ 9l* is 
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primitive ring with socle 9@2l*. In a special case, if %I* has identity, then 
A @ ‘%* is simple artinian if and only if 9I @ %* is a primitive ring with 
socle 99 @9X*. As a corollary of Theorem 4.2 we obtain immediately the 
following theorem [ 11, 41: let 21i, i= 1, 2, be primitive algebras with non- 
zero socle C$ and Ai an associated division ring; then A, @@ A, is simple 
artinian if and only if 9I @@ ‘%I* is primitive with non-zero socle 9r 0 $ 
(compare with Jacobson’s theorem mentioned above). 
On the other hand, from Theorem 3.1 we obtain a correspondence 
theorem, Theorem 4.5, for ideals: Denote by G the set of ideals of A @ ‘%I* 
and by G’ the set of ideals of 2l@ ‘?I*; then there exists a monomorphism 4 
from G onto G’ such that for any two elements Z and Z’ of G, &Z+ I’) = 
d(Z) + 4(Z’), q5(Zn I’) = i(Z) n &(Z’), #(ZZ’) = d(Z) Q(Z) and Z $ Z’ if and only 
if 4(Z) g-i W). 
Using Theorems 3.1 and 4.5 we can say more about primitive rings with 
nonzero socles (cf. [S]), i.e., Theorem 4.4: (i) 2I @ ‘9l* is prime (semiprime) 
if and only if A @ ‘$I* is prime (semi-prime); (ii) ‘QI @ ‘?I* has a non-zero nil 
radical if and only if A 0 2I* has one too; and (iii) 9I @ %I* has heart if and 
only if A 0 ‘9I* has heart (see [S, p. 3061). 
In Section 5 we discuss tensor products of primitive algebras with v-socle 
9” (for a definition see [ 141). First we establish Theorem 5.1, which is of 
independent interest. Theorem 5.1 states: Let ‘$I be a primitive ring with 
K.-fold transitivity and C;= , ri’U be an irredundant sum of right ideals riR, 
i.e., ri21 & Cigi rjR for i= 1, . . . . n. Then there exist orthogonal idempotents 
I,, ..” I,, In+, of (II such that C:= r ri’ll = C;z,’ @ lj’91, li511 c r,‘%, i = 1, . . . . n. 
In a special case, if rit!I is minimal, i= 1, . . . . n; then Zi21 = r,Ql for i= 1, . . . . n. 
This is a well-known result. 
Using Theorem 5.1 we study a tensor product of cyclic modules instead 
of simple modules as in Section 1. We consider 21j as a primitive algebra 
with vi-socle 9) and assume vi is a non-zero ordinal number. We choose 
an idempotent element ZCi) of )ui with rank Z(j) = N,,,-, and let &.= Z”“91i, 
Xx(i)=Z(i)21iZ(i). Let d=&, adz; then d is a (Xx”‘@-X’2’, ‘&,@2&)- 
bimodule. Theorem 5.2 states that the lattice of left Xx”‘@ XC2)- 
submodules of CQI is isomorphic to the lattice of ideals of Qlu, 0 21z, which 
are contained in C@‘)@ Yc2) and the lattice of ideals of Xx”‘0 XC2) is 
isomorphic to the “iattice”*df ideals of 911 @‘&, which are contained 
in %$:)@ S$:). If M (resp. M’) denotes the set of ideals of 9::)@%$:) 
(resp. Xx”‘@ XC2’), then there exists a monomorphism 4 from M onto A4 
such that #(II + 1,) = WI I+ 4V2L 4(ZI n 1,) = WI 1 n cW2h 4(ZI I21 = 
&Zr) #(Z2), and d(Z,) $ &Z2) if and only if I, $ I, for any I,, Z,EM. 
Throughout this paper @ denotes a field and tensor products, when not 
specifically marked, are taken relative to @. The term “primitive” always 
means right primitive and “modules” are right modules. When we have 
need of left modules, the modified “left” will always be included for clarity. 
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1. AN EXTENSION OF THE AZYMAYA-NAKAYAMA THEOREM 
In this section we deal with the Azymaya-akayama theorem on tensor 
products of irreducible algebras of linear transformations in a vector space 
!IRi over a field @. We let di be the centralizer of !JJIi as an 21i-module. Con- 
sider the tensor product W = W, 0 ‘9JIIJ1, relative to @. In this vector space 
we have the set of linear transformations of the form C a!,@a,,, aiiE 21ui. 
We know that this set is the tensor product VI, @@ 211z. Since ‘9Ji can be 
expressed as a vector space over division ring di, let Q, be the complete 
ring of linear transformations in space ‘9JIi over d ;, and let A, = E”‘Qi be a 
minimal right ideal of sZi. Then ‘9JI, and A, are ($,, I)-bimodule isomorphic, 
that is, there exists a mapping Si from !JJI, onto A, such that 
(Ci6,xjwj) Si=C,6~(xjS,)ojfor all ~,EA,, x~EYJI,, o,EQ,, where 11/, is a 
ring-isomorphism from A, onto K(‘) = E”‘QE”‘, and for m E YJI, mS, = 0 
only if m = 0. 
On the other hand, since A, c sZi, A = A I @@ A, is also a tensor product 
relative to @. It is easy to see that !DI and A are a faithful (A, @ A,, 
‘?I, @ 211,)-bimodule and (K”‘@ K (2) ‘?I, @ 211,)-module, respectively. Then , 
we can formulate the following lemma [12], which is needed below. 
LEMMA 1. Assume 9JI=1131,@!IJIm2, A=A,@A,, Si, I/I, as above. Let 
S = S, 0 S,, II/ = Ic/, 0 $2. Then S is a ($, I)-bimodule isomorphism of %I 
onto A under 
c 
1 hljXLkaU@62, X2ka21 
> 
s= 1 6$‘(xlksl) all@6~tx2kS2) a2/. 
j. k. I I. k, I 
Proof: See [12]. 
From Lemma 1 it is clear that studying the structure of 9JI can be 
reduced to studying the structure of A; this reduction has an advantage in 
that A has a ring structure. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let ‘9JI!, i= 1, 2, be a vector space over a field @ and 2I, 
an irreducible algebra of linear transformations in 9Xi, Ai the centralizer of 
‘91i, q. the socle of 2l,, and let @JImi, ‘9X:.) be a pair of dual vector spaces 
associating with 21i. Let ‘9JI =%Jl, @mm,, YJI’ =9X’, @!I& relative to CD; then 
we have the ,following conclusions: 
(i) The centralizer of !BI’ (resp. %R) as left 2I,@2l[,-module (resp. 
right ‘u, @‘%,-module) is A, @ A,. 
(ii) The lattice of left ‘?I, @ (U,-submodules of ‘9X’ (right Zl, @ %!I,- 
submodules of %I) is isomorphic to the lattice of left (resp. right) ideals of 
A,OAz. 
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(iii) The lattice of right (resp. left) A, Q A,-submodules of W’ (resp. 
‘!VI) is isomorphic to the lattice of all such right (resp. left) ideals of ‘$I, Q 2&, 
which are contained in 9, Q y. 
(iv) A, Q A, and 9, Q g2 are simple rings. A, Q A, is artinian tf and 
only zf G3, Q g2 has minimal one-sided ideals. 
(v) Let C denote a full subcategory of mod-‘3, Q Iu,, whose ob C 
consists of all objects 9I with ‘%(3, Q 4) = ‘!JI; then category mod-d, Q A, 
and C are equivalent. The pair of functors Qd, B d2 llJz and Q,, B W2 ‘9.X’ define 
an equivalence of the category mod-d, Q A, and the category C. Similarly, 
*A84 0 and ‘Jnaloa, Q define an equivalence of A, Q A,-mod and a full 
subcategory of ‘3, Q %,-mod. 
(vi) Let VI,! and a,!’ be irreducible algebras of linear transformations in 
YJIJ1, andlet ‘911;QG911;c21;‘Q,‘21;; then the center of ‘?I; Q ‘?l; is contained 
in the center of ‘3: Q ‘9Ii, and the center of 2I; Q 2I; is isomorphic to a sub- 
ring of the center of AI Q A,. 
Proof Let 4 = E”4l,, Ai = 91iE”) be minimal right and left ideals of 
2X,, respectively, and let K(‘) = E(‘)(U,E(‘); then we know that the vector 
space WI; over A, and the vector space Ai over K(‘) are (tii, I)-bimodule 
isomorphic, and the vector space ‘$I,! and the vector space Ai are (Z, tji)- 
bimodule isomorphic. Therefore, ‘9.X; is a faithful irreducible left 91i-module. 
By Lemma 1, YJI=YJI, Q‘9JI, and A = A, QA2 are ($, I)-bimodule 
isomorphic, cJJ1’ = ?JJI{ Q 9JIIJ1; and A’ = A; Q A; are (I, II/)-bimodule 
isomorphic. Hence we can replace YJI (resp. ‘98’) by A (resp. A’). Now we 
start with the proof. 
(i) Let !JJII=&ET; Q xj’) Ai be the vector space over division ring 
A,; then it is easy to see that 
W’=Y.llln; Q!JJl;= (a, Q’u,)(x!“Qx@‘) 
= 1 Q(x$~)Q~&,.A:). (1.1) 
iel‘;,,tTi 
Denote by R’ the centralizer of YJI’ as a left 211 Q 21Z-module; hence 
A, Q A, c R’. On the other hand, let r’ E R’; then from (1.1) it easily follows 
that 
(x!‘) Q ,y!*)) r’ = (XC’) Q xt2)) 6 I J ’ SEA,QA,. 
Therefore (xj’) Q xj*))(r’ - 6) = 0, %JI’(r’ - 6) = 0, r’ = 6. 
(ii) By Lemma 1 we can replace 9.N by A and ‘W by A’. Let B 
be an arbitrary left ‘3, Q ‘?I,-submodule of A, and let I= {k E K(‘) Q K’*’ 1 
kA E B}, where K(‘) = E(‘%!l,E”) as above, i = 1, 2. Then Z is a right ideal of 
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Kc’) 0 Kc*). Since Ai = &, ,-, K”,c~j’,, i= 1, 2, a space over division ring K”,, 
hence b = C k,(aj,, @ aj*,) for every b E B. Therefore there exists an element 
ri=a, @a, for a,~‘%~, i= 1, 2, such that bd =k,(cci’,@c~j~,). That is, 
k,A c B, k, E I. This shows that IA = B. Suppose that there are two right 
ideals I and I’ of K”,@K’*, such that IA = Z’A; then ZA(E’,‘@E’*‘) = 
Z’A(E”)@ E’2,), but A,= E”“U,, hence I= I’. 
Conversely, if Z is an arbitrary right ideal of K”‘@ K’2,, then of course 
ZA = B is a right )u, @ 212-submodule of A. It follows that B and Z satisfying 
the relation IA = B are in oneeone correspondence. This completes the 
proof of the first assertion. Similarly we can prove the second assertion. 
(iii) Let 112 be a left K”, @ K’*‘-submodule, and let L = {s E 9, 63 ‘G9* ( 
Asc 2I>; it is clear that L is a left ideal of 9I,@ 2l, and L c 3,0F3z. 
Without loss of generality we can assume by [ 131 that E”’ E $, i = 1,2. If 
no%, thenfromA=(E”‘~E’2’)(~,~O2)itfollowsthatn=(E”’OE’2’)~, 
&EC??, @Y2. Hence 
(K”‘@ K’*‘) n = An c %2. (1.1) 
This shows that n E L, % = AL. Suppose that L’ is a left ideal of 2I, @ ‘8, 
and L’c%, By, AL’= AL; then (E”,@E’*,)(2I,@Q,) L’= (E”‘@E’2’) 
(?I, 0 212) L, hence we have (99, @ g2) L = (‘9, @y) L’. This only shows that 
(93,@02)L*=L* for any left ideal L* of 9I,@BI, and L*c3,@02. In 
fact, if I*EL* then we show that Z*E(~‘,@~~)Z*. Since I*E$!?,@~?~, we 
have 
l*=-jpp@sy for St,E9$, i= 1,2; (1.2) 
then there exists an integer m such that all S, “,, Sp, which appeared in (1.2) 
all included in CT!, 0 ej’,2I, and CT=, 0 ej*,‘U,, respectively, where ei’,% 
are minimal right ideals of 21i. It is well known that we can assume that 
{e\‘), .. . . e:,} is a set of orthogonal idempotents of %!Ij. Let E”, = C:=, ef’,; 
then by (1.2), (a”, @a’*,)Z*=Z*. But a”,~%, i=l,2, it follows 
immediately that 1* E (‘9,@ 9?*) I *, L* = (9, @ y) L*. 
Conversely, if L is a left ideal of 2I, @ 212 with L c 9, @ y, then 94 = AL 
is a Kc”@ K’*,-submodule of A. This shows that L and 9J satisfying 
% = AL are in l-l correspondence. 
The second assertion of (iii) can be proved similarly. 
(iv) First we show that 9, @g2 is a simple ring. Let x be an arbitrary 
non-zero element of 9, @ g2;; then 
XE 1 @(%,e~‘)@%2ej2’). 
;= l,....,n 
, = I. . n 
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Without loss of generality one can assume that el,,, . . . . eg, are orthogonal 
idempotents of 9, and e{*,, .. . . ep, are orthogonal idempotents of y. Hence 
x= 1 ,!‘)e!‘)@s,‘*Jej*’ 
I = I, .._, m 
, = I, . . . . ,2 
and (~,~~2)x(ej’~Oe~2’)(~l~O~)=~,e~“~,~O2e~2’~~=~,O~2. This 
shows that 9, @y is simple. We show that A, @A, is simple too. Let I be 
an ideal of A, 0 A,; then IIJZ’Z is right A, 0 A,-submodule of 5131’. By (iii) 
there exists uniquely a right ideal L of ‘%!I, @‘$I, such that L c 9, a%2 and 
L’W = !IlI’Z. From the unique property of L it follows that L must be an 
ideal of 21,@912, and the lattice of ideals of A, 0 A, is evidently 
isomorphic to the lattice of all such ideals of ‘$I, 0 ‘u, which are contained 
in 3,O 9J2. But 3, 0 g2 is simple, hence A, 0 A, must be simple. 
Now we prove the second assertion. First we assume that $9, @ 59* has a 
minimal one-sided ideal e(%, @9J2). It is easy to see that there exists an 
element x E ‘9JI = W, @%X2 such that xe(Y, 0 9Y2) # 0. Since xe(3, @ $) is an 
irreducible ‘$I, @‘?I*-submodule of %I& A, @A, has a minimal right ideal of 
A, @A, by (ii). In the same way we can show the other assertion. 
(v) As was explained in the beginning, A =x K’i,a~i, and 
!IR, = X Ai uji’ are ($I, I)-bimodule isomorphic, where Ai I= K”‘, i = 1, 2. ‘ti 
Hence A,@A2~KK”)@K ‘*‘. Clearly the category mod-d, @ A, and the 
category mod-K”‘@ K’2’ are equivalent. Hence it is convenient o study the 
category mod-K’,‘@ Kc2’ and the category mod-‘%, @ 212. 
Let N be an object of mod-K”‘@K”,, A=A,@A,, A’=A’,@A; as 
before. Then it is clear that NO I, ,,, , o K,2, A is an object of mod-U, @ %!I,, 
which satisfies the relation (N@,u,~~u, A)(%, @‘32) = N@K(,,0X12, A 
(94@32)=NO K~,,B,.+ A. Evidently (N@K(I,~.K(u A)0,,oV,2 A’ is an object 
of mod-K”‘@ Kc*‘. It is clear that (N@K(,,0~2,A)@‘I,,0’L,Z A’ and 
NOtil)~dA Ox,ov,2 A’) are naturally isomorphic. Consider 
= (E”‘%, @@ E’*‘912)(91,E”‘0. E’2’)OPr,~~12 E”‘OE’*’ 
= (K”‘@, K’2))091,0P12(E’1)OE’2’) 
if ~(‘.*)EK(‘)@K(*); then we make a correspondence k”. 2’ 
(E(l)@ EC*‘) + kc’- *‘(E(‘,@ EC”) = kc12 *,. Following this we obtain ,“, 
isomorphism of A @ ‘LL, o pLz A’ onto K(l)@ Kc*‘. Applying the canonical 
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isomorphism of N@K’I,0K(21 (K”‘@K’2’) to N and combining all of these 
we obtain a right K”) @ K’2’-module isomorphism 
(NO.III,K(~IA)O~~,~~~~A’-‘N. (1.3) 
Since all of the intermediate isomorphisms that we defined are natural in 
N, (1.3) is natural in N. Hence O~~I)~~I~IA’O,,~,~(,~~A’ is naturally 
isomorphic to the identity functor 1 mod.~~)O K’~I. 
On the other hand, let N* be an object of mod-U, @ Ql, and 
N*($ @$) = N*. Then N* @‘LI,oV,z A’ is an object of mod-K”‘@ K’*‘, and 
(N* C%rzoq A’)@K’~~OK(~I A is an object of mod-21U @III,. Now we show 
that A’OK(~lOKt~) A and G, @@ g2 are isomorphic. To do this, first we write 
A;=-&#K”), A,=&, K”‘crj” as vector spaces over K”‘. Then it is 
easy to see that 
A’@ K~~iOK(2~ A = (A; Be A;)O~U,~U(A, 0 A,) 
=,,~1(PI”~Pi2))(K”‘OK’2))oxi,i,*~~(a)”o~~2)). (1.4) 
3 1 
On the other hand we have 
~,@,~2=Bl,E”‘21, &212E’*‘212=(A; @A;)(A,OA,) 
=,,;, (/y’@flj”)(K”)@ K’*‘)(+‘@~j;“). (1.5) 
k 
We show that A’ @ K’~IOK’2~ A and 9, @a Y2 are isomorphic. To do this, we 
let XE A’@,‘I~~~Iz,A; then 
x= c (PI”0852’)(k~~,~Okl~~)OK(‘,0~2)(~)’)0Cl~2)). 
1, /, /. k 
We make a correspondence 
(1.6) 
We first prove that 9 is a mapping. In fact, if 
c (j?!” 0 jy’)(k$ @ k$)(aj”@ @‘) = 0, 
1. .i. I, k 
then from the dense property of ‘$I, it follows that there exist elements 
aj’)~fl,, CZ$~)E‘%~ such that 
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where aj’)a{” = ~1’) = E”‘, ~$1, a I’) = 0 for 1’ #I and ~~*‘~Jk) = a\*’ = EC*) > 
uL?)u~~’ = 0 for k’ # k. Hence x = 0. Conversely, ;f x = 0, then we use same 
method as above in order to show that 
This shows that A’Od~t,fiz A and %,@, 4 are isomorphic. 
On the other hand, if we denote by Qi the complete ring of IS”-linear 
transformations of space Ai and 1 i as the identity of Q,, and let 1 = 1 1 @ 1 2, 
then it is clear that N*@ a,o&4 0s~ %) = N*($ 092;)Oa,B,‘)12 1 = 
N*@ 91, op12 1 and N* is natural isomorphic to N* &, o’LIZ 1. Combining all 
of these we obtain a right 21, @2f2-module isomorphism 
W*@,,,@VXz A’) OK(II~~I~I A -+ N*. (1.8) 
Since all of the intermediate isomorphisms that we defined are natural in 
N*, (1.8) is natural in N*. Hence @VI,oB12 A’@~I,~K(zI A is naturally 
isomorphic to the identity functor lmod-Vl,OPlz. Therefore we have proved 
that category mod-K”‘@K’*’ and C are equivalent. The pair of functors 
OK(II~K(~I A and Ov1,0v12 A’ define an equivalence of the category mod- 
Kc”@ K”’ and the category C. 
The other equivalence asserted in (v) follows by symmetry. This com- 
pletes the proof (v). 
(vi) Let 2l,!, 2L,!’ be irreducible algebras of Wi, Ai the centralizer of 
VI,, and 4” an element of the center of 2LI;‘@2Il; then by (i) ci” is an 
element of the center of (A 1 @ A2)Op. This shows that the center of 2Iu;lO ‘2l; 
is isomorphic to a subring of the center of A, @A,. On the other hand, if 
2I;@2I;c2l;@2luq, then it is easy to see that the center of 2I; @2I; is 
contained in the center of 2I ;’ @ 2IU;. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
2. EQUIVALENCE OF SOME CATEGORIES OF MODULES 
As in Theorem 1 .l we denote by YJI, a vector space over a field @, by 21j 
an irreducible algebra of linear transformations in 2JIi, by Ai the centralizer 
of !JJI,, by 52, the complete ring of A,-linear transformations in space !JJI, 
over Ai, by gi the socle of 2I,, and by Toi the socle of Qi. 
DEFINITION 2.1. C~‘~~Z, denoting a full subcategory of the category 
mod-2I, @ 21uz, consists of 
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(i) ob Cz,‘g:l is a subclass of ob mod-‘?I1 @ 2112 such that 
N(%,Q$)=Nfor any NEobCz,‘gz2; 
(ii) Hq,,,d.‘LI,,,, (N,, N,) = Horn C$;~~*(N,, N2) for every 
N, , N, E ob C;;g;=. 
By [14] we know that the socle g1 of %, and the socle T,, of sZi 
have the relations 3+Qi = G, and 52,q. = Toi. Hence if NE ob C~,‘~~’ 
then NE ob CFiz+O,. Conversely, if N’ E ob C$;F+O,, then evidently 
N’(3, @ 3) = N’, hence N’ E ob Cz,‘gz. Thus we have proved that C$,~~OZ 
is a subcategory of I$!,‘~~~~. 
Let n, denote an integer, and A ,, n, denote an ni@ ni-matrix ring over Ai. 
Then we can formulate the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Use the above notations. Then the categories mod- 
A, @A,, mod-d,, n, @ A,, ,,*, Cg,‘gG:, and C$,~~zO are all equivalent. 
Proof: If Y.Ri = xj Ai u)‘) is an n,-dimensional vector space over A,; then 
Q,= ‘QIi=Y,= T,,. By (v) the categories mod-d, 0 A, and mod-A,,@A,,, 
are equivalent. Repeatedly using the (v) of Theorem 1.1 we obtain that the 
categories mod-A, @A,, C$gz2 and C$zTO, are equivalent. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
Remark. The result that mod-d, @ A, and mod-A,,,Q AZ,,* are 
equivalent coincides with the result stated in [6]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Cz denotes a full subcategory of the category mod-%; 
consisting of (i) ob C$,j is a subclass of ob mod-91i such that N$ = N for 
every NE ob C$, and (ii) Horn,,,.%, 
N,, N,Eob C$ 
(N,, N2) = Hom+(N,, N,) for every 
According to [S] and %-module 9JI = c, 0 %I, is called homogeneous 
completely reducible if all %Rj are irreducible and isomorphic to a given 
irreducible submodule ‘% of !IR. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ob C$ (see Definition 2.2) consists of all homogeneous 
completely reducible 211-modules, and CF; is a subcategory of C:. 
Proof. Since q = xjE r, @eJ’)cU, is a direct sum of the minimal right 
ideal ej’)%, of ‘ui, and if 91i-module N = Nq, then it is clear that N is 
homogeneous completely reducible. It is also clear that every homogeneous 
completely reducible N = N$. This proves the Iirst assertion. The second 
assertion is correct because eji)211, = eji)Qi. 
As in Theorem 1.1 let !I.$ be vector space over a field @ and 21i be an 
irreducible algebra of linear transformations in %Ri; let Ai be the centralizer 
of !J.Ri, 4 the socle of 21i, Qi the complete ring of linear transformations of 
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vector space ‘%Yi over Ai, and ai the complete ring of linear transformations 
of m, over field @. It is clear that 52, c 4,. Let gi be the socle of fii. Then 
we can formulate the following: 
THEOREM 2.2. Use the above notations. Then (i) category mod-d,, 
category C$ (see Proposition 2.1), category C$, , category Czgz, and 
category CFi,z$J are equivalent; and (ii) category mod-d,, category C$‘zz2, 
and category Cg,‘zzz are equivalent. 
Proof For convenience we let ‘3 = ‘9,, A = /3!I be a minimal right 
ideal of ‘u, E* = E E a, and let K= E2lE. Let N be an object of mod-K; 
then NOK A is an object of mod-‘8, and (NO KA) B = N@,A. Evidently 
(NO, A)@A’ and N@,(A @A’) and N are naturally equivalent. Hence 
OK A 0 A’ is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor 1 mod-X 
On the other hand, let N* E ob mod-‘%, and N*Y = N*. Then N* 0% A’ 
is an object of mod-K. (N* @, A’) OK A E ob mod-2l. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 we can show that A’ OK A is isomorphic with 9. In fact, we 
have 
A’O,A = 2 PiKOKM,, 3 = C PiKa,, 
itzT ier 
ICI- /eI- 
where A=Clcr @Kcr,, A’=C,EI. @ /?,K. Then as in the proof of (v) in 
Theorem 1.1 the mapping 4: xi, I B,k,@ CI, --) xi,, p,ki/“, is isomorphic to 
A’OK A onto $3. In a manner similar to Theorem 1.1 we can conclude that 
&, A’ OK A is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor 1 mod-K. This 
shows that mod-A and category C$ are equivalent. 
In a special case A = C;=, Kcxi s n-dimensional; then mod-A and mod-d. 
are equivalent, where A, is an n x n-matrix ring over A. 
Since A z A, 0 @, from Theorem 2.1 it follows that mod-A,, category 
C:,‘zz, and category C~~,~~Z are equivalent. Similarly, category mod-d,, 
Ci,‘gz2, and Ci,‘z,a: are equivalent. This completes the proof. 
3. TENSOR PRODUCT OF PRIMITIVE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we discuss tensor products of primitive algebras, and we 
establish a theorem like Theorem 1.1. 
Let !JJI be a vector space over a held @, W an irreducible algebra of linear 
transformations in W, A the centralizer of !JJ& 3 the socle of ‘3, and 
(mm, ‘W) a pair of dual vector spaces over A associating with 2X. Let %I* be 
an algebra over @. In general we do not assume that ‘%I* has the identity. 
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In this case, we let 2I: = {(m, a*)\ me CD, a* E 2I*} and define two 
operators as usual as follows: 
(m, a*) + (n, b*) = (m + n, a* + b*) 
(m, a*)(n, b*) = (mn, mu* + nb* + a*b*). 
It is easy to check that ‘9IT is a ring with the identity (1, 0), where 1 is the 
identity of @. Now we define A(m, a*) = (Am, Au*) for 2 E a’; then it is clear 
that %!I: is an algebra over @. Thus we can regard ‘%I* and CD as 
subalgebras of 2IU: and in this case the identity 1 of @ can be regarded as 
the identity of 2I ;” and ‘?I: = @ 10 VI*. Also, ‘u* can be regarded as a 
subspace over CD of space 2IT over @ as follows: 
2I*= c @@u/?= c @u/w 
ISI-’ jEF* (3.1) 
tir:=@l@ c O&7,*=1@@ c Ou,*@. 
JET* JGP 
If~=C,.r @Aui, !W=~jtr @ v,A over division ring A, then it is easy 
to see that 
9JlJzo2I*= c @(A@%*)(q@l) 
itf 
%R’@9lf= 1 O(UjOl)(AO‘%?), 
jsF 
%R’@9l* = 1 @(vi0 l)(AOa*). 
ier 
(3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let !VI be a vector space over a field @, M an irreducible 
algebra of linear transformations in 9X, A the centralizer of !I& and (!JJI, ‘W) 
a pair of dual vector spaces over A associating with 5 Let (II* be an 
Q-algebra and be faithful us an %I*-bimodule; i.e., tf %*a* = 0 or aVl* = 0 
for a* E Ql*, then a* = 0. Let ‘%I @ ‘21”* (resp. 9X @ ‘9l*) be a tensor product 
relative to @. Then !JJI @ 2I* (resp. W’ @ ‘9I*) is faithful both us a right (resp. 
left) 2l@ ‘%*-module and as a left (resp. right) A 0 %*-module. 
Proof: Let o=~~=,a,Ou,*~‘U@2l* such that (2JI@2I*)o=O, we 
may assume that a,, . . . . a, are linear independent over @. Hence 
C;=, uui@ b*uT = 0 for any u E YR, b* E !!I*. We assume that b*u:, . . . . b*u,* 
are Q-linear independent and b*u,*+, = C:=, ,Ij”+j)b*ut, j= 1, . . . . t-s, 
i.$“+j)E@. Then C:=, (Ajax EU~Sfj)ua,y+,  uu,) @ b*a,* = 0. It follows that 
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p; I(“+“#a s+j+uai=O for any UE!JJL Hence ~jf;ljS+j)a,+,+aj=O. 
This contradicts the assumption. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A ‘%@$!I*-submodule M of YJI@‘$l* is called a 
‘$I @%I:-submodule if and only if M(‘B@%Z:) c M. A A@%*-submodule 
A4 of !JJI@VI* is called a A 0 2I:-submodule if and only if 
(A @ ‘8:) M c M. A similar definition can be given for Ql* @ YJ?. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A left ideal L of rU @ cU* is called 9 @ ‘%:-unitary left if 
and only if (9 @ 2I:) L = L. A right ideal I of ‘?I @a* is called 98 @ ‘$I:- 
unitary right if and only if 1(9@‘%:) = I. An ideal of ‘?I@ 2l* is called 
9 0 ‘%:-unitary if and only if it is Y 0 ‘%I;c-unitary left and right. A similar 
definition can be given for algebra AQ’S*. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A right ideal I of ‘$I@ ‘%* (resp. AQ%*) is called 
‘8 @‘?I:-right (resp. A 0 ‘SF-right) if and only if Z@Y@‘%U:) c Z (resp. 
Z(A @ ‘8:) c I). A similar definition can be given for a left ideal of 9l@ ‘?I* 
(resp. A Q %!l*). 
DEFINITION 3.4. An ideal of 2I @ 2I* is called 9?@ ‘SF-unitary if and 
only if it is Y 0 ‘%:-unitary left and also 9 @ ‘%I:-unitary right. An ideal of 
AQ%* is called AQ %:-unitary if and only if it is both A@2lI:-unitary 
left and A 0 % T-unitary right. 
After all these preliminaries we can formulate the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 9.I be a vector space over a field @, ‘8 an irreducible 
algebra of linear transformations in %I, A the centralizer of ‘9% and Y the 
socle of %!I. Let Iu* be a @-algebra and faithful as an ‘?I*-bimodule. Denote 
(‘!IJI, ‘W) as a pair of dual vector spaces over A associated with ‘S. Let 
llJl Q cU* and Iu* QYJI’ be tensor products relative to @. Then we have the 
following conclusions: 
(i) The lattice of right ‘9lQ’%U:-submodules of !IJIQ’%* is isomorphic 
to the lattice of A Q‘%Z:-unitary right ideals of A Q ‘?I*; the lattice of left 
2l Q ‘$I:-submodules of ‘%I’ Q 2l* is isomorphic to the lattice of A Q 9lU:- 
unitary left ideals of A Q 2l*. 
(ii) The lattice of left (right) AQ‘%Z:-submodules of %NQ%* (resp. 
‘WQ2l*) is isomorphic to the lattice of %Q%T-unitary left (resp. right) 
ideals of ‘Ql Q 2l*. 
(iii) The lattice of AQ‘%Z:-unitary ideals of AQ%* is isomorphic to 
the lattice of 9 Q’U:-unitary ideals of ‘2lQ%*. 
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Proof We prove the first assertion. We denote B as a right 2I @‘9I:- 
submodule of W @ ‘%I* and 
I= {k~d@‘U*~k(!III@9l~)~Bj. (3.3) 
It is clear that I is a A @ ‘%I:-right ideal of A @ 2I*. If b E B, then by (3.2) 
b = Cy=, ki(ui@ 1 ), k, E A @ ‘$I*. We know that for any element x E ‘9.J there 
exists an element a, E 9I such that uiai = x, ~,a, = 0, i # j, j = 1, . . . . m. Hence 
b(a, @ 1) = ki(x @ 1) E B, since B is a right ‘9I @ % ;“-submodule of YJI 0 (II*. 
Thus ki(Cm @ !?I :) c B, hence k, E I. This shows that B = Z(‘9JI 0 9l T). Now 
we want to show that if I’ is another A @ ‘%!I T-right ideal of A @ 9l* such 
that Z’(YJI 0 3:) = Z(%R 0 %!I?), then I’ = I. In fact, from the above relation 
we have Z(rmo~rr)(EOi)=Z(~m’~:)(EOI), where uE=uE!JJI; then 
it follows that Z(Au 0 %:) = Z’(Au @ 2l:), Z(du @ Iu:)(u @ l)= 
Z’(A@2lf)(u@l). It is easy to see that Z(d@2I:)=Z’(d@‘%:). Thus 
I = I’, since A @ 2I i+ contains the identity and by the hypothesis that I and 
I’ are A @‘%:-right ideals. 
Conversely, if Z is a A @ 2I T-right ideal of A 0 ‘u*, then B = Z(‘iJJI @ c21:) 
is evidently a right ‘910 2I,*-submodule of Zm@‘%*, since %* is an ideal 
of cu* 
This completes the proof of the first assertion of (i). The second assertion 
can be similarly proven. 
(ii) We prove only the first assertion of (ii). Let ‘% be a left A @‘?I:- 
submodule of ‘YJJ 0 %I*, and let 
L= {sE~~O*pJI~O(U:)sE%}. (3.4) 
It is clear that L is an ‘LIO’9I:-left ideal of 2IIo9I* (see Definition 3.3). 
If HE‘%, then n=(u@l)b, where be9@9l*, since 9JI@2I*= 
(~0 I)($@%*). It is clear that there is an idempotent E with rank E= 1 
such that uE= U; then we may assume that bE E9 @‘%I*. Thus 
(AO~I:)n=(u~EO~Z:)b=(~n2o~)bc~ by assumption for %. 
Therefore b EL. This shows that ‘% = (%I @ ‘%j+) L. It is easy to see that 
‘%=(!IJI@Ql~)(~@‘B~)L. Let L,=(Y@%U:)L; then L, is a 9@2I:- 
unitary left ideal of %@‘%I*. This shows that for any given left A @ ‘i!lT- 
submodule of YJI @‘%* there exists a %@‘%I:-unitary left ideal L, of 
%!I@‘%* such that ‘X=(~@O~)L,. If there exists another SO’%:- 
unitary left ideal L’ of 2I @‘Ql* such that (m@2I:) L, = (iJJI@Of) L, we 
plan to show that L,=L. In fact we have (u~l)(~@‘?I(LI:)=YJI@9l~; 
if (u@l)b=O for bE%@%:, then (Au 0 ‘CIU:) b = 0, hence since 
(uU@2lU:)(E@l)b=O, it follows that (E@l)b=O by Lemma3.1. 
This shows that (E@ l)(%@OF) L, = (E@ 1)(%@2I:) L’. Therefore 
(??@OT) L, = (9@ 2Iu,*) L’. From the property of 9@O’U:-unitary left 
ideals of L1 and L’ it follows immediately that L, = L’. 
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Conversely, if L is a (%@Ql:)-unitary left ideal of a@%*, then 
YI = (9JI 0 ‘9I T) L is clearly a A 0 ‘3 T-submodule of W @ VII*. 
This completes the proof. Similarly we can prove the second assertion. 
(iii) Let I be a A@2t:-unitary ideal of A@%* (see Definition 3.4); then 
Z(!LR@‘%*) is a left A@%,*-submodule of !JJI@%*. By (ii) there exists a 
unique S@ !IlU:-unitary left ideal L of ti @ $?I* such that Z(Y.JI@‘9L~) = 
(‘%I @CUT) L. By the unique property of L it follows from Z(W @ ‘QIT) = 
(YRnO2l:) L(‘S@O~) that L=L(Y@‘u:). Hence L is a 9?@2lT-unitary 
ideal of ‘?I @ ‘%!I*. 
Conversely, if L is a ‘9@2II:-unitary ideal of ‘$I @‘u*, then (!JX@cLI*) L 
is a right 2l@ ‘%I:-submodule of ?J.R@‘%*. By (i) there exists a unique 
A@!ILI:-unitary right ideal Z of A@2I* such that Z(!IJI@(u~) = 
(‘9.R @ ‘9L:) L. From the unique property of Z it follows that (A @ 2I:) I= I. 
This shows that Z is a A@2IT-unitary ideal. 
We can prove the second assertion in a similar manner. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we use the results of Sections 1 and 3 to give some proper- 
ties of tensor products of primitive algebras. We know that if %I* is any @- 
algebra and Cu is a primitive with non-zero socle 9 and associated ivision 
ring A, then 21QG 2t* is primitive if and only if A@, %* is primitive [7]; 
it was later obtained in different way by Nicholson and Watters [S]. 
Recently Resco proved that if @ is a commutative domain, % is a primitive 
algebra having the identity with socle 9 and associated ivision ring A, and 
rU* is a flat algebra having identity, then ,U 0, %I* is primitive, if A QG 2l* 
is primitive [lo]. In this section we shall show that if @ is a field, ‘9I is any 
primitive algebra, and ‘u* is any algebra, then %O, ‘?I* is primitive, if 
A @# VI* is primitive. This result was proved by completely different 
methods, Furthermore, we shall have more to say about primitive algebras 
with non-zero socle. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ‘91 be a (left) primitive algebra over a field CD 
associated with a division ring A, and let ‘9I* be any algebra; then 9I @@ ‘$I* 
is (left) primitive, if A @@ 2I* is (left) primitive. 
Proof: Since A @ cU* is primitive, there exists a maximal modular right 
ideal Z, of A@%* such that (A@ti*)~cZ, implies 8=0 for $~A@lu*. 
According to (3.2) we have 
%R@2I*= 1 @(A@2I*)(u,@ 1). 
,er 
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If ci’ E ‘2l @‘u*, then (ui@ 1) d = cr: , Aj’)(uj @ 1 ), lji) E A 0 ‘i!I*. Since ‘9l is 
primitive, we have 
= C @ c (A@tY*)~j”(~O1). 
itr ,=I 
(4.1) 
If (YJ)~~@‘+X*)~CZ,(~~JI@ l), then evidently (~%R@2I*)ii((u@ l)cZ,(m@ 1). 
From (4.1) it follows that (AO~*)~~‘)(~~l)~ZI,(~~l), hence 
(A~~I*)~~‘~(~~~*)cZ,(~~O*), and 
By Theorem 3.1(i), (A~~*)l,(‘)(A~~*)cZ,(A~~LI*), since (A@‘$l*) 
A;‘)( A 0 a*) and Z,( A @ a*) are A @ 2l T-unitary right ideals of A @ 2l*. 
Thus from the property of I,, ijl)(A @ ‘$I*) = 0. Since A @ ‘Ql* is primitive, 
%j’) = 0, for j = 1, . . . . m,, i E Z. This shows that ii = 0. 
As a consequence of the preceding result one may verify that 
Z,(!JJI@l)#!M@9l*, since End,,,,,(%R@‘U*)#O. 
Now we shall show that if x~~JI@‘U*, x(VI@QtT) ti Z,(m@l) then 
~~~~~*=x(‘zI~BI~)+Z,(~~l). Indeedx=C;=,,Ii(uj@l), ~,EA@~I*. 
Then we have 
=,$, &(A@2lu:)(%N@ 1) k Z,(m@ 1). 
It is clear that there exists at least one li(A@%I,*) qk I,. Since 




On the other hand, since 2t is primitive, there is an element a E !2I such that 
x(aOl)=~,(u,Ol)#O, hence x(uO~)()UO~:)=~,~(~,O~)(~UO~)= 
E*i(‘%JI 0 ‘9l:) c x(‘ll 0 9l f ). From (4.2) it follows immediately that 
x(PIo’LI:)+z,(~~o)=~~o*. 
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We let M= YJI @ ‘9I*/Z,.(%R@ 1); then M is an irreducible, faithful 
2I 0 ‘%*-module. This shows that 2I 0 VII* is a primitive algebra. 
The following corollary [7] can be proved by our methods. 
COROLLARY. Let ‘3 be a primitive ring with non-zero socle and associated 
division ring A and let 2l* be any @-algebra; then A @@ ‘u* is primitive if 
and only tf 2l@@ %!I* is primitive. 
Proof We supply only the “if part.” Since 580 %!I* is primitive, there 
exists a maximal modular right ideal L, of ‘?I@ ‘%I* such that 
(2I 0 ‘$I*) cl E L, implies ii = 0 for rl E ‘$I 0 2X*. Since ‘?I has non-zero socle 
Y, there exists a pair of dual vector spaces (YJI, 9X’) associated with (11. YJI’ 
is a faithful irreducible left ‘U-module. !lJI’O2I* =cjEF 0 (vi0 l)(AO%*) 
by (3.2). Using the same method we let $E A 02I* and (!IR’OZI*) 5~ 
L,(YJI’ 0 1). Since (v @ 1) 5 = rl(o 0 l), fi E (II 0 ‘?I*, we have 
(2l~o*)(v@1)b=(2I@o*)qv@1)CL,(w’@1)=L,(5?lIl)(v@1). It 
is easy to see that (‘?I@‘%*)~(e@1)~L,(‘%O1)(e@1), where ev=v. By 
assumption it follows that G(e @ 1) = 0. Thus we have (v 0 1) $= 0, $= 0. 
As the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows L,(m’ 0 1) # 9JI’ 0 ‘QI*. Now we shall 
show that if XEYJI’@~I*, x(A@YII:) d L,(‘W@ l), then %JI’@rU* = 
x(A@%~)+L,(%JI’@l). Since x=ii(v@l), ii~‘LIO2l*, x(A@‘u*)= 
a(v@l)(A@2l*) Q? L,(!DI’@l). Therefore ii(vOl)(A@‘%*)=d(e9@‘2I*) 
(‘9X’@ 1) d L,(!lJI’@ l), where ev = v, e E $9. Hence ii(e9 @ %!I*) ti L,; this 
shows that ii(&@O*) + L, = 2l@2I*. Thus we have G(eF?@O*) 
(!JJI’@1)+L,(%Jl’~1)=!lII’~‘Z*. But x(A@9I*)=ii(v@l)(A@2I*)= 
cl(vA @ ‘$I*) = ii(e29 0 ‘%*)(YJI’ 0 1). Hence x(A 0 %!I*) + L,(‘W 0 1) = 
YJI’@Iu*. 
We let M’ = YJI’ @ ‘%*/L,(‘W@ 1); then it is clear that M’ is a faithful 
irreducible A@2I*-module, which proves that A @%?I* is primitive. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ‘9I be a primitive algebra with non-zero socle 22 and 
associated division ring A. Let ‘9I* be a @-algebra and faithful for ‘QI* as 
an 2X*-bimodule. Then tf O#XEJU@,CLI*, O#~EA@~,‘U* then 
(~@O*)x(Y@2l*)#O and (A@%*) y(A@QI*)#O. 
Proof If (B@Iu*)x(Y@Ql*)=O, then (u@1)(6@rU*)x(~@O*)= 
0, hence x(%@O*)=O by Lemma3.1. Since !JJI’~‘%*=(%‘@O*)(v@l), 
x(9 @ Iu*)( v @ 1) = 0. Therefore x = 0 by Lemma 3.1. The second assertion 
can be proved similarly. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let YII be a vector space over afield @, 9I an irreducible 
algebra of linear transformations in ‘$3, A the centralizer of ‘9X, and Q the 
socle of ‘3. Let W be an algebra over CD; then A Q au* is a simple algebra 
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having minimal one-sided ideals if and only if 2l@ ‘%I* is a primitive algebra 
with socle S@%*. 
Proof. Necessessity. Since A @ 2I* has a minimal left ideal, 9JI 0 2I* has 
a faithful irreducible left A 0 2I*-submodule !X by Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1. By 
Theorem 3.l(ii) there exists a unique 9 0 2lT-unitary left ideal L of 
2I@2I* such that % = (m@OF) L. We show that L is a minimal left ideal 
of 2I 0 2I*. In fact, if 0 # L’ is a left ideal of 2I 0 2I* contained in L, then 
(%@O*)L’#O by Lemma4.1. It is clear that (!lJI@O~)(~@Ocrr,*) 
(%@2I*) L’ZO. Hence (VlI@O~)(B@2II:)(B@2I*) L’=%, since ‘% is 
irreducible. By Theorem 3.l(ii), (9 @ rU:)(‘?? @ 2l*) L’ = L. This shows that 
L=L’ and 2I@‘u* is a primitive algebra with non-zero socle by 
Lemma 4.1. Now we want to show that 9@2I* is the socle of 2I @2I*. It is 
easy to see that (9 @2I*) L(%@2l:) is the socle of 2lO 2I*, since L is a 
left ideal of WO2I*. Because (~@O*)L(~@O*) and Q@2I* are all 
990 2I:-unitary ideals of 2I @M*, and A @2I* is simple by assumption, 
(%@2I*) L(?9@%*)=9@o’u* by Theorem 3.l(iii). 
Sufficiency. By assumption we let e(2I @ 2I*) be a minimal right ideal 
of 2IO2I*. By(3.2) we may assume that O#(u,Ol)e=C~~,.E,,(u,Ol) 
for Ai E A @ 21*. Therefore there exists an element ai E 2I such that uia, = u,, 
uiai = 0, i # j, j = 1’) . . . . m’. Thus we have (u, @ 1) e(a;@ 1) = Ai(u, @Q 1). We 
show that ni(A @2I*) is a minimal right ideal of A @VI*. To do this we 
choose an arbitrary element i E A @ 2I* such that liI.(A BYI*) #O. We 
want to show that &n(A @ 2I*) = i,(A @21*). In fact, since A(u, @ 1) = 
(u,@l)& where ii~2I@2I*, we have ~,i(~,~l)(~~O*)=~~(u,~I) 
5(2IU2I*) = (u,@1)e(a,@1)c?(21@21Z*)=(u,~1)e(a,@1)(21~21*)= 
l;(u, 0 1)(2I @ 2I*). This shows that 
%,%(!JJl@2I*)=%;(mo2l*). (4.3) 
From (4.3) it follows that xj,r @ni(A@%*)(Uj@ l)=cjEr @ 
/z,A(A@2l*)(u,@ 1). Therefore 
%i(A@%*)(ui@ 1)=&1(A@21*)(uj@1) for all j E IY (4.4) 
Let XE ll,(A@%*); then there is an element y~%~n(A @2I*) such that 
x(u,@l)=y(u,@l), hence (x-y)(uj@l)=O, and (x-y)(!IR@2l*)=O. 
Thus x = y by Lemma 3.1. We obtain &(A@2l*) = nin(A @‘?I*). By 
Lemma 4.1, A 0 2I* is a primitive algebra with non-zero socle. Finally, we 
show that A@%* is simple. 
By assumption 9 0 2I* is a socle of 2I 0 2I*. Clearly Y @ 2I* is the only 
non-zero 3 0 2I:-unitary ideal of 2I 0 2I*. On the other hand, if I is a non- 
zero ideal of A @ 2I*, then I is evidently a A @J 2IF-unitary ideal of A @ ‘LI*, 
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since A 0 9IU: contains the identity. Using Theorem 3.l(iii) again we can 
conclude that A @VI* must be simple. 
The following theorem can be derived immediately by Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let ‘9I be a primitive algebra over a field @ with non-zero 
socle 9 and associated division ring A, and let ‘$I* be any @-algebra with the 
identity; then A @ %* is simple artinian if and only if ‘2I Q %I* is primitive 
with socle 9 @ cLI*. 
Proof Since rU* contains the identity, A@‘%* is a simple algebra 
having minimal one-sided ideals with the identity if and only if A @ !!I* is 
simple artinian. 
Using Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 we again obtain the following well-known 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let !!I and VI* be primitive algebras over field @ with 
non-zero socles 29 and 9* and let A and A* be the associated division rings, 
respectively. Then A @@ A* is simple artinian if and only if ‘2I @@ %I* is a 
primitive ring with non-zero socles 9, @@ $. 
Proof: By Theorem 4.2, ‘9I @ ‘%I* is a primitive ring with non-zero socle 
9 0 ‘%* if and only if A @ ‘QI* is simple with non-zero socle. Since A Q Y* is 
an ideal of A @ VI*, it is clear that A@ ?I* = A @ 9*. Using Theorem 4.2 
again we can conclude that A@9* is simple with non-zero socle if and 
only if A @A* is simple with non-zero socle, i.e., A 0 A* is simple artinian. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. (i) Corollary 1 can be directly proved in the same manner as 
Theorem 4.2 by using Theorem 1.1 instead of Theorem 3.1. (ii) The 
corollary is like a theorem due to [ 11,4]. The necessary condition is well 
known (see [S]). (Incidentally, we point out that Nicholson and Watters’s 
statement in the Introduction in [S] is trivial, since a simple ring A, @ A, 
with minimal one-sided ideals of A, @A, must be artinian, where A, is a 
division ring, i = 1, 2.) 
THEOREM 4.4. Let ‘?I be a primitive algebra with non-zero socle 9 and 
associated division ring A. Let ‘21”* be a @-algebra and, as an ‘%I*-bimodule, 
faithful. Then 
(i) ‘?I 0, ‘%!I* is semi-prime (prime) if and only if A @@ 2l* is semi- 
prime (prime). 
(ii) If H is the intersection of all ideals of % @ 21”*, H’ is the intersec- 
tion of all ideals of A @ 2II*; then H # 0 if and only if H’ # 0. 
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(iii) The nil radical of 2l@ ‘9I * is non-zero if and only ij” the nil radical 
ofd@'LI*#o. 
Proof (i) Suppose that 2I @2I* is semi-prime; then we show that 
A @ 2I* is also semi-prime. Let I be an ideal of A 0 2I* such that 1’ = 0; 
then we set I’ = (A @ 2I) Z(A @ 2I) and by Lemma 4.1, I’ # 0. It is clear that 
I’ is a A @ 2I T-unitary ideal of A 0 (11 *. By Theorem 3.l(iii) there exists a 
Y@‘LIT-unitary ideal L of2IO2I* such that ~(YJI@2I~)=(‘D@2I:) L. It 
follows that (m @ 2I:) L2 = 0, L2 = 0. By hypothesis L = 0. This shows that 
I’=O, hence I=O. 
Conversely, if A @2I* is semi-prime and L is an ideal of 2I @2I* such 
that L2 = 0, then we can replace L by L’ = (a@ flu*) L(‘2I @ N*). Since L’ 
is a $Y @ 2II-unitary ideal of 2I 0 2I*, there exists a A @ 2I T-unitary ideal I 
of A@%* such that Z(%I@2I:)=(YJI@O~) L’. Thus I#0 if and only if 
L’ # 0. This shows that L = 0. 
We can use the same method to prove the second assertion of (i). 
(ii) Suppose that H # 0; then we want to show that H’ # 0. Since H # 0, 
(2I@2I*) H((U@(U*)#O by Lemma4.1. Hence H=(‘$l@%*) H(2l@O*) 
is a Y 0 2I:-unitary ideal. Using Theorem 4.2(iii) we have a A GJ 9IF- 
unitary ideal I of A@%* such that Z(YJI 0’11:) = (‘iIJIO2Ir;C) H. In fact, let 
I’ be a non-zero ideal of A@9l*; then (A@2l*)I’(A@2l*)#O by 
Lemma4.1. It is easy to check that (AO2l*)Z’(A@2I*)(‘%R@o’u,*)= 
(WOaUl H, since H is the smallest ideal of 2I@2I*, and 
(A@2l*)Z’(A@2I*) is a A@‘u:-unitary ideal of A@%*. By 
Theorem3.l(iii), (A@~*)Z’(A@!!l*)=ZcI’. Hence Z=H’#O, since I’is 
an arbitrary ideal. 
By symmetry we can prove the inverse theorem. 
(iii) Let N’ # 0 be the nil radical of A@ 2I*. We plan to show that 
2I @2I* has a non-zero nil radical. In fact, m@ 2I* = (u@ 1)(%@2I*). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that there exists an element 
E E 2I such that ME = u. Hence for any element x E A 0 2I* there exists an 
element +? E Y @ (II* such that x( u @ 1) = (u @ 1) .?( E @ 1). Now we assume 
that (A@cU*)x is a nil left ideal of A@‘%*; then (A@2l*)x(u@l)= 
(~@l)(qE@2I*).?(E@l), since (A@‘Ql*)(u@l)=(u@l)(~E@9I*). We 
show that (9E@2l*)R(E@l) is a nil left ideal of cU@rU*. Let 
z(E@l)Z(E@l) be an arbitrary element of (~E@‘B*)I(E@l), where 
i~??@2I*. Then nx(u@l)=(u@l)X(E@l)I(E@l), where SEA@%*, 
hence 1.x~ (A @ 2I*) x, but since (A@%*) x is nil by assumption, there 
exists an integer n such that (1.x)” = 0. Thus we have 0 = (Ax)” (u @ 1) = 
(u@l)(X(E@l)Z(E@l))“. It is easy to see that (~(E@l)I(E@l))“+‘=O. 
Since X(E@ l).F(E@ 1) is an arbitrary element of ($?E@2l*)I(E@ l), 
(gE@ 21*) a(E@ 1) is nil. This completes the proof. 
Conversely, let N # 0 be the nil radical of 2I@2I*. We show that A@2I* 
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has a non-zero nil radical. Let x E 99 @ %I* and x(9 @ ‘%*) be a nil right 
idealof~~O(U*.Asbeforewehave(u~l)x(E~l)=~(u~l),~~A~~*. 
We shall show that the left ideal (A@‘%*) 1 is nil. Putting pi A @‘ill*, 
we have ~(uOl)=(~@l)y(E@l), &u@l)=~(~@l)x(E@l)= 
(uOl)y(EOl)x(EOl). But (9@VI*)x(E@l) is nil, since x(Y@‘%*) is 
nil. Hence there is an integer m such that (y(E@ 1) x(E@ l))“=O. This 
shows that (~2)“’ (u@ 1) =O. Therefore (,uL~)~ = 0, (A@‘%*) I is nil left 
ideal. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let ‘3 be a primitive algebra with non-zero socle 29 and 
associated division ring A. Let ‘%I* be a @-algebra and faithful as an ‘u*- 
bimodule. Denote by G the set of A 0 %I,*-unitary ideals of A @ (II* and by G’ 
the set of B 0 2lF-unitary ideals of 2I @ ‘?I*. Then there exists a semi-ring 
and lattice isomorphism d* from G onto G’; i.e., b* satisfies the following 
condition: for any two elements I, and Z, of G, q5*(ZI + Z2) = d*(Z,) + qS*(Z2), 
4*(zl 1,) = #*(I1 1 4*(z2), d*Ul n 1,) = #*(II 1 n (zd, and #*(I, 1 $ NJ if 
and only tf I, $ I,. 
Proof: Because of Theorem 3.1 we need only show that 4*(Z, n Z,) = 
d*(Z1) n &Z,). In fact, if Z, I’ E G, then we plan to show that Z(‘9JI @ YI,*) n 
I’(!lJl@2l~)=(Zn~)(!JJl@Vl(u:). If x~Z(9Jl~YI(u:)nZ’(‘iDl@Ql~), then 
by(3.2) x=~,;l;(~,~l)=~~~;(u,@l), where lip Z, 1.; E I’. It follows 
immediately that i, = 1; E In I'. Hence Z(!lJl@2I~)nZ'(93@ti~)= 
(ZnZ’)(%R@2l:). Now we prove that (%II@‘$I~) Ln (YJl@f!l~) L’= 
(!JJI@Ql~)(LnL’) for L,L’EG’. If xE(!JJI@‘2l~)Ln(!M@9I:)L’, 
then x= (~0 1) I= (~0 1) I’, since (m@rU:) L=(uO l)(Y@‘u:) L= 
(~0 1) L (see Definition 3.2). Thus we have (E@ 1) I= (EO 1) I’, where E 
satisfies uE = u as before. It follows that (EO 1) I EL n L’, since L, L’ E G’. 
Then (u@l)Z=xE(u@l)(LnL’). We shall show that LnL’EG’. To do 
this we need only show that every ideal Z of 9@ ‘$I* can be written 
Z = B @ I*, where I* is an ideal of 2I 7. Let x E I; then 
x= c s,ei@d,aT, si E ‘Ui, (bj E @. 
i= I, . ../ m 
j= 1, . . . n 
Without loss of generality we may assume that e,, . . . . e, are orthogonal 
idempotents of $9. Then x(e,O 1) = siei 0 1, b,a,* and we have 
(3@%F)X(eiO l)(g@aU:) 
= (UO2lU:) (s,e,@x qSjaT) (YO%U:) 
i 
(4.5) 
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Since (4.5) is independent of the choice of ej from e,, . . . . e,, it follows 
that ~E~~OI:(C,~~~~*)~I:=(~~O~)X(~~O’LII”)~~. Thus Z=%@Z*, 
where I* is an ideal of 2I,*. This shows that every ideal of 3 @ 2Iu,* is a 
unitary ideal of VI 0 ‘2I*. 
Remark. From Theorem 4.5 assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.4 
follows immediately. 
5. THE TENSOR PRODUCT OF PRIMITIVE ALGEBRAS WITH V-SOCLES 
In the first section we discussed the tensor product of primitive algebras 
with non-zero socles and extended the Asymaya-Nagayama theorem. In 
this section we use the theory of v-socles (see [ 143) to develop some results 
of Section 1. 
We say that a primitive ring R has v-socle 23” if and only if 3” = 
{Y E R 1 rank Y < NY} and 9,, is &,-fold transitive in associated vector space (Jn 
over a division F. This means that for any given subset {x,},, , of linearly 
independent vectors xi of YJI with the cardinal number 111 < K,,, and any 
subset {Y~),~, of %II there exists an element r E $9” such that x,r = yi for all 
i E I. By [ 141 we know that every ideal I of R contained in 9,, is an cc-socle 
of R, where r d v, and C$ $ 9$ if and only if c( < /I d v. Furthermore, all 
ideals of R contained in 3” can be ordered in the following chain of x-socles 
of R: (0) $ YI sj ... $ 9% sj ... sj gD $ ... $ y. 
Denote by ‘9.3 = C, E I‘ Fui a vector space over a division ring F and by R 
the complete ring of F-linear transformations of ‘$I as before. From now on 
we always let N(r) = {m E YII I mr = 0}, where r E Q. Let R be a dense sub- 
ring of 52 with v-socle gV, and let p(r) denote the rank of r E R. In the sequel 
we understand the ring R to be primitive with v-socle 9,,. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let rgR and p(r)<X,,; then there exists an idempotent 
I E 3, such that IR = rR. 
Proof It is easy to see that YJI = Cie, 0 Fui@ N(r), 111 < K,,. Since R is 
KU-fold transitive, there is an element t E R such that u,rt = u, for al1 iE I. 
Therefore rt = I is an idempotent of R, and IRG rR. On the other hand, 
evidently lr = r, hence rR c IR. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let r, t E R; then N(r) c N(t) if and only if tR c rR, where 
l(r) and p(t) < K,,. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we may assume that r and t are idempotents 
of k. Now suppose that N(r)c N(t); then 911=~i,I 0 Fu,@ N(r) and 
Nt)=Nr)OC,.,, @Fw,. Hence W=N(r)@~jE,, @Fw,@C~~,~ @Fvi. 
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Putting i: u,i= ui for all iE I,, w,i= wi for all jE I,, N(r) i= 0, we can prove 
in a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1 that fR = rR. On the other 
hand, from the above relation we know that it = tE .fR, i.e., tRcrR. 
Conversely, from tR c rR it follows immediately that N(r) c N(t). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let I,, I, E R and ~(1,) < K,, , i = 1, 2; then there exists an 
idempotent I of R such that I, R + I, R = IR. 
Proof: We may assume that 1, R d 1, R. Let !8I be a subspace of !IJI and 
‘!lM=fi&N(l,)nN(I,). Then !JJI=c,.,, @Fu~ON(I,)=~~~,, OFu,@ 
xjelz @Fw,@(N(I,)nN(I,)). Putting I:u,l=u,, iEZ,, w,l=w,, jEZ,, 
(N(1,) n N(1,)) I= 0, it is clear that N(1) = N(1,) n N(12). Consider 
W = C, E ,, @ Fui @ Clt ,2 @ Fw, @ N( 1). Since N(1, ) = C,, t2 0 Fw, @ 
(N(1,) n N(l,)), it is easy to see that Citlz Fwjl, =xJt12 0 Fw;l*, hence 
11,1 < N,,. By the transitive property of R there is an element r E R such that 
lvilzr = w,, .ie I2 
u,l,r = 7,, iG I, (5.1) 
N( 1) 1, r = 0. 
Since u,l, =ujr iEZ,; ~)~l, -0, jEZ2, there exists an element r’E R such that 
wjl, r’ = 0, .iE I2 
u,l, r’ = ui - zi, i E I, (5.2) 
N( 1) 1, r’ = 0. 
Write f=l,r’+l,r, and by (5.1), (5.2) we have 
wJ= Wi’ .iEz2 
N(1) i= 0 (5.3) 
u,i= ui, iEZ,. 
This shows that I= i= 1, r’ + l,r, 1R c 1, R + 1, R. 
On the other hand, using Lemma 5.2 it follows from N(1) c N(li) that 
1,R c IR, i = 1, 2. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.4 Zf 1, R + 1, R = IR, p(1) < rt,>, as assumed in Lemma 5.3, then 
there exist orthogonal idempotents 1;) 1; E R such that I’, R = 1, R, 1; R E 1, R 
andl’,R@l;R=lR. 
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Proof. Let I,, 1, and 1 be as in the assumption above. Then 
N(I) = N(I,) n N(I,), and 
NI,) = c 0 FJ.,O N(l), (5.5) 
,c II 
where C, t Ij @FJ-,=Nl,)n(C,.,, OFU~OC,.,~ OFw,). By (5.5), N(l,)n 
C, E ,i @ FA, = 0, hence 
YJl=N(l)@ c @Fw,@ c @Fij@U, 
;t I> ,t 13 
where U is a subspace. 
Put 
1; : N(l) I; = 0, M’,1; = 0, jE I2 
/I+; = A,, .iE13; Ml; = 24, UEU 
and 
l;:N(l)l;=o, M’+; = u’i’ jE12 





N(l) 1’ = 0, M’,l’ = W,’ .i E I, 
(5.9) 
i,l’ = I.,, jE13, Ml’ = u, ME u. 
From (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9) it follows easily that I’ = l’, + I;, I’,l; = l;l’, = 0. 
Now we want to show that N(I) = N(I’). By (5.9) it follows that 
N(l) c N(l’). Hence 
N(f’)=N(l)+ N(l’)n c @Fw,@c @FIe,@U 
( ( >> 
=N(l). 
it I? it 13 
By Lemma2, lR=l’R=l~R+l~R=l,R+l,R. 
On the other hand, from (5.4) it follows that N(I;) 2 N(I;). Using (5.4), 
(5.6) we have 
N(l’,)=N(l,)+ 1 @Fi,@U nN(l’,)=N(l,). 
( ,E ii > 
By Lemma 5.2 it follows that l’, R = I, R. Finally we want to show that 
1; R c 1, R. In fact, from (5.5) and (5.8) it follows that N(I;) 2 N(I,). Hence, 
l;Rcl,R. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. A sum X7= , r, R of right ideals rjR is called irredun- 
dant if and only if 
riR d f r,R for every i= 1, . . . . m. 
/=I 
lfl 
THEOREM 5. I. Let C:‘=, I, R he an irredundunt sum of right ideals li R and 
~(1,) c K,. Let R he a primitive ring with K,,-fold transitivity; then there exist 
orthogonal idempotents 1; , . . . . I:,, I:, + , of R such thclt 1,‘R c I,R, i = 1, . . . . n, 
undC;=, I,R=C;!=+,’ @I:R. 
Proof: Let !JJ=&,, @Fui@(ny=, N(I,)). Put I:uil=ui for all iEZ, 
(fly=, N(/,)) I=O. It is easy to see that N(1) = fly=, N(1,). Let N, = 
n,,, N(I,); then by the irredundant assumption of C;:=, 1,R we can easily 
show that N(I) # N,, i = 1, . . . . n. Hence we have 
Putting 
then 
1 @FM, n Ni= 1 @ Fwr’ 
if?, k E I”] 
1 Fwr’l, = c @ Fwt’l; 
k t I”) k t /I” 
c Fwi)l,= 0, ,j# i. 
k E I”1 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
It follows that 
c%N=N(f)@ c @Fw!“@ . ..@ 1 @Fw$“@U, 
ktl”l k E I(‘) 
(5.12) 
where U is a subspace of !lJI. From (5.11) it follows that 
where 
N(I,)= N(I)@ 1 @ 1 @Fu$“@ 1 @F,uj”, 
/#I k E 1’1’ / E J, 
(5.13) 
1 @F$‘=N(l;)n @Fwf)@U . 
> 
(5.14) 
I t J, 
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The formula (5.12) can be written as 
9A=N(l)QC CiJ c @Fwp’@ 1 
J#i kc 1’11 I E Jr 
Q F#‘@ c @ Fwf’@ W;, 
k t I”’ 
(5.15) 
where W, is a subspace of ‘9.X 
Putting 1:: 
N(I;)I;=O, w,I;=o (5.16) 
wf’l’ = wp k E Iti’, i = 1, . ..) n. (5.17) 
From (5.16) and (5.17) it follows that l:lJ=l~jl:=O, l’f=l:, i,j= 1, . . . . n. 
On the other hand, N(I,) c N( I:) since N(I,) 1 i. = 0. Hence 1:. R c Ii R. Let 
1’ =x;=, 1:; then I’R c 1R = Cl= i 1,R. By Lemma 5.2, N(I) c N(I’). 
Therefore from %JI=CiS, @Fui@N(l) it follows that N(I’)= N(I)@ 
C,,,z @ Fwj2), where Cjtlz @ Fwt2) = CIE, @ Fu, n N(I’). This shows that 
J 
where 
,42’/’ zr 0 I for jE I,; $')I' = c,I') for FEZ, and N(1) 1’ = 0. 
Putting 1”: ~(‘)I”=0 for j~Ir; w!*)l” = IV)‘) for jEZ2; N(I) 1” =O, we 
have %(I)(/’ ; 1”) = $,!I) 
1’1” = l”i’ = 0, 
w!2’([’ + it!) = w(2) 
N(1) L k(l’ ; I”). 
N(I)(I’ + 1”) = 0. 
This ‘shows 
Evidently 
that C;= i 1,R = IR = 
(l’+l”)R=l’R+l”R=~~!=, @l;R@l”R. Now we want to show that 
li.1” = l”l:= 0. In fact, from 1’1: = lil’ = 1: it follows that l:l” = l~ltlt’ = 0, 
l”l: = l”l’1: = 0. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a primitive ring with non-zero socle, and let 
Cy=, riR be an irredundant sum of minimal right ideals riR of R; then there 
exist orthogonal idempotents e,, . . . . e, of R such that e,R = riR for 
i= 1 , . . . . n. 
Proof: It follows immediately from the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a primitive ring with v-socle %,,; then every right 
ideal I of R contained in gV is either a principal or is generated by infinite 
elements of R as a right ideal of R. 
Proof: There is nothing to prove. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let !JJI,, i = 1, 2, be a vector space over field Qi, and let Wi 
be an irreducible algebra of linear transformations in 9.R i, Ai the centralizer 
of ‘!JR;, gi the vi-socle of ‘Qli, and vi a non-limit ordinal number. Let l’i’ be an 
idempotent of 9::) with rank l’i’ = N,,,- 1. Denote by 4. = l”)%,, G’: = ‘LI,l”), 
X”’ = l’i)VI’i’l’r’, d = XI, 0 s&~, and ~8” = ~4: @ ~2; the tensor products over 
@. Then 
(i) The lattice of left Xx(‘) @ X’2’-submodules of s+? is isomorphic to 
the lattice of left ideals of ?I, Q VI2 which are contained in %~:‘@9~:). 
(ii) The lattice of ideals of 3?““‘@ X ‘2) is isomorphic to the lattice of 
ideals of QI, @‘LI, which are contained in S$,:‘O 3~:‘. 
(iii) Every ideal L of 3~:)@9~:) is of the form L = Y(l)@9g), where 
??:,I is the pi-socle of 21i, i = 1, 2. Every ideal I of X”’ Q ~7~‘) is of the form 
~=1”‘~~~‘l”‘Q1’2’y~ll’2’. If p1 and p2 are non-limit ordinal numbers, then 
3:) @ 23:) and l~‘%?~)l”) @ l’2’C!3~)1’2’ areprincipal ideals. 
(iv) Denote by M the set of ideals of 3~~)@99~:) and by M’ the set of 
ideals of SC”‘@ XC2’; then d(l”‘@ 1(2))L(l”‘@Q I’*‘), is a monomorphism 
from M onto M’, and its inverse is q4 -’ = (?J$:)@ 9!,:))r. (S!:‘Q 9$:))r. 
For any elements L,, L2 E M, &L, + L,) = qb(L,) + 4(L2), #(L, L,) = 
4(-h) 4(L2L d(L, nL2)=4(L)n4(L2). Fin&v, L, $ L2 is and only if 
d(L,) $i d(L2). 
(v) The centralizer of d = 1”‘2l, @ lC2’212 as a right Iu, 0 212-module 
is isomorphic to X”‘@X’*‘. 
Proof: Since 9t,f) is a vi-socle of ‘QIi, then by [ 141 for any ordinal num- 
ber pi< vi there exists a pi-socle 9:) of ‘8; such that 29:’ $ sbf’. If pi is a 
non-limit ordinal number, then for any element I:!, of ‘2I”) with 
~(1:‘)~,) = HP ,_,, 92:) = %JE,!,21i. It is clear that JZJ = 1”) ‘Xi = X’%!lI,, hence 
~2 = &, @ zY2 is a left Xx”‘0 X’2’-and right 2I, @‘%,-module. Let ‘3 be a 
left Xx(‘) 0 X’2’-submodule of d, and let 
Evidently L is a left ideal of 911, @‘X2 which is contained in 9::) @ S!:). 
Let nE(JZ; then from d = (1”) @ lC2))(YL:)@ $9::)) it follows that 
n=(1”)01’2))nE~~:)O~!,5). It is clear that 
(X(‘)Q .Xx’2’) n = (l”91u, @ l’2’21u2) n = dn c 9I. 
This shows that ‘3 = dL. On the other hand, if L’ is another left ideal of 
‘$1, @ $!I2 which is contained in Ss:’ 0 S$:‘, and %=&L=&‘L’, then we 
want to prove that L = L’. To do this we first note that (3::) @ 3::)) L = 
(Y’,l’Q 9’2)) L’ 
(&‘Q9 8, 
since 
) L”= L’. 
c$i’ = ~iJ’i’ju. Now we prove that 
\‘I ‘2 In fat;: if B E i’, then we also prove that 
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0 E (9::) @ $::,)a. But from [ 151 we know that every element of 3:) can be 
generated by a finite number of idempotents of $3:,,+, , hence 
CJE 1 I;‘w,@I~*u,, /jiY = /ji) E 3’;) v, ’ i = 1, 2; j = 1, . . . . m. 
/=I 
By Lemma 5.4 we have an idempotent 7(” E ?Ytf, such that (k’,@?,*‘) 0 = U. 
This shows that (T E (3::) @ $3::,) U, and L’ = (gtt, 0 3!,:,) L’ as required. 
This proves L’ = L, as mentioned above. 
Conversely, if L is a left ideal of ti, 0 212 contained in ~~~,O??~~,, then 
clearly dL is a left Xx’,,@ XX”,-submodule of A&‘. 
This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) Let I be an ideal of X,,,@X’2’; then IS&’ is a left X”‘@X’*,- 
submodule of d. By (i) there exists uniquely a left ideal L of 2t,@ VI, such 
that L c Y(l)@ $3::) and Zr4 = dL. From the unique property of L it is easy 
to see that “,!. is an ideal of ‘LI, 0 2L2, and the lattice of ideals of Xx(‘, 0 Xx(*, 
is isomorphic to the lattice of ideals of ti, O’u, which are contained in 
43’1)@ap’ 
L’l m ’ 
(iii) Let L be an ideal of ‘S!,:,Og!,:‘, and 0 #XE L; then 
x = c sj’)@sj*‘, 
I = 1, .. . m 
, = 1, n 
where s!,, E ?I(,, 
ill 
,(*I E yc2, 
"I' J 
i=l m; j= 1, . . . . n. By Lemma 5.1, 
~j~)(u,=[~ a,, ~j*)%~=$*;‘&i, where”~‘)‘=I!‘)E~::), /j*)‘=$*)g@f). By 
Theorem 5.1 we have 
(5.18) 
i= I i=l j= 1 j= 1 
where {P”‘),=, ,..., ,+ and {‘;““‘}j= 1, ,,,, n* are orthogonal idempotents of 
9,‘) and %$f,, respectively. From (5.18) it follows that 1’ I 
x = c (/I*“‘Uy)@ y%;“), u;‘) E a,, up E aI,, 
i=1,...,m* 
j=l...,n’ 
i=l > “., m*, j= 1, . . . . n*. (5.19) 
Thus (/?“‘@~?‘*‘)x=/lr”) “1 a. @/*‘*J(p) 
(~!,f’O!e:‘:‘)=a~,~)l*“‘ai~‘,‘)o’s,2 i 
(y”)~~‘,*‘)(1*“‘~I*o) x 
ideal of IIl, contained in” %t,i, 
‘*, ,*‘*,&,: By [ii] we’2kndw that’ every 
is some &socle of Iuj, hence 9:) = 
Y$,l~‘k’a,3$~,, k = 1, 2. On the other hand, from (5.19) it follows that 
x= c (&w’qw))x. (5.20) 
i= 1. . . . m* 
j= I, . n’ 
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Thus we have 
XE(~~,~‘O~~~‘)X(~~,~‘O~~~‘)=~~‘O~~’. (5.21) 
Since all ideals of VI, contained in g!,I;’ can be ordered in a chain according 
to the ordinal numbers, from (5.21) it follows that 
where 9X’ is the PI-socle of 21i, i= 1, 2. 
If p’, pz are non-limit, then gP,= ‘91iZE’21i is principal, i= 1,2, by [14], 
hence 
L=('u,o'u,)(l~'ol~')(~,o~I,) principal. 
This completes the proof of the first assertion. Now we prove the second. 
If L =3(“@Yjlz’ is an arbitrary ideal of ‘9I’ @211,, then (Z”‘@Z’*‘) L 
(I”‘@ Z(*‘)=lii(“~j,‘,)Z1”@ Z’*)%~Jf~ is evidently an ideal of Xx”‘0 Xx’*‘. Con- 
versely, if I is an ideal of X OX (*‘, then x E (93::’ @ 3::‘) x(3$:‘@ 9::‘) 
for any XEZ by (5.21). Then XE(I(‘)~Z(*))(~~~)~~~~))X(~~,~)~Y~~’) 
(I”‘@ I’*‘), since XE Xx”‘@ Xc2’. This shows that 
The ideal (g$:)@ %!z)) Z(%!,:)@$J$f)) = %~:)@Y~:), where 3:’ is the cx,-socle 
of ‘$!I;, i = 1, 2, as mentioned above. Therefore 
Z=~‘l’~“‘~“‘~~‘2’~‘2’~‘2’ 
QI a2 . 
(5.24) 
If C(~ is not a limit ordinal number, then we can find an idempotent Zg’ of 
9; such that $9:’ = ‘$liZ~‘VIui and Z”‘Z~’ =Zg’Z”’ = Zt’, i= 1, 2. Therefore 
I= (I”‘~l/“))(lb~)~I~~))(1’*“U2~‘Z’) is a principal ideal of X”‘@X’*‘. 
(iv) Let M be the set of ideals of 9!:)@ 93::’ and M’ be the set of ideals of 
Xx(‘)@Xx(*) Then for any elements L,, L2 of M we have L, =9h:)@F?$), 
L,=QI:,‘@Qg 3;’ $ ‘3:’ if and only if p < T by [ 141. Now we assume 
that cc,</j,, fi2<c12; then L,+L,=~?~)@%~~)EM, L,nL,='Sh:)@ 
%g’= L, L, E A4 by [14]. Finally, it is easy to check that L1 s L, if and 
only if 93::’ c Sjj,‘, 9::’ G %fz’ with at least one of them not equal. Consider 
the mapping 4 = (I”’ @ Z(2))L (I”’ @ Z’*‘),; then for any L = 3::’ 0 Sg’ there 
is~(L)=1”)9~f)1”)~Z’*‘~~~)Z’*)EM’. Let 4-l =Y$:‘@Q(,:‘), (%$f’@%(,:‘),; 
then 4-‘&L) = (gl:)I”)B~:)l”)9!:)) @ (g!:)Z’*)~~)1’*‘9!:)) = Yi:)@ 9:;‘. On 
the other hand, for any element I= 1”)9~)1”)~I’*)~~)I’*) of M’, b-‘(Z) = 
Y(‘)@ %z’ and &-‘(I) = I. This shows that 4-l is an inverse mapping of 4, 
aid 4 is a l-l mapping from M onto M’. As mentioned above it is clear 
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that #(L, + L)= 4(L,) + d(b), 4(LIh) = #CL,) d(b), d(L, n &) = 
d(L,)n&L,), and $(L,) $ &L,) if and only if L, !$ L2, for any elements 
L,, L,EM. 
(v) Let R’ be the centralizer of right (u, 0 21Z-module 
SZ! = 1”)21, @I(“%,; then for Y’ E R’, r’(/“‘@fC2’) = (1”‘@l’2’) 2, where 
iiG’ll,@‘U,, since I(” @ I(” E ,d. Therefore we have (r’ - (I”‘@ I”‘) 
G(/(” @ /(2’)(/(‘) @ I”‘) = 0. Hence (r’ - (I(” @ 1”‘) ii @ 1”‘)) .c4 = 0, 
r’ = (I”‘@ 1”‘) ii(l”‘@ I’*‘). 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. (i) XC”@ Xt2’ und %~,~‘@3~,:’ ure prime rings. 
(ii) X”‘@Y ‘2’ has u non-zero nil radical if and only tf \I[,@ Cu, has u 
non-zero nil radical. 
Proof: Let (a), (b) be two principal ideals of ‘?I,@ ‘91, and assume that 
(a)(h) = 0; then (~~,:)o~~~‘)(a)(6)(~I,:‘OYI:‘) = 0. It is clear that 
(%;,{‘@??!:‘)(a), (b)(%t,:‘@ CC?{,:‘) are ideals of c!Y!,~‘@Y~~‘. By Theorem 5.2, 
(??1{‘@$9~,~))(~)= Y~:‘@Y~~), (b)(3~,:‘@3~,:)) =Y~,)@Y~). This shows that 
(a) = 0 or (h) = 0 by Theorem 5.2(iv). From Theorem 5.2(iv) it is clear that 
A”“‘@ XCkJ is also prime. This proves the first assertion. 
Now we prove the second. Let % be a nil radical of Xx”‘@X’2’; then 
X(Y~,~)@ 9::)) is a left nil ideal of ‘3, 0 ‘11,, hence %, 0 211, has a non-zero 
nil radical. This completes the proof. 
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